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1. Let B be an open subset of Euclidean space R” (n 22). When 
(n - 1)-dimensional surface area measure on the boundary 852 of Q exists, 
it will be denoted by 6. 
In [lo], Kuran gave a generalization of results of Nualtaranee [14, 
Theorem 8, Corollary 31 and Brawn [3, Theorem 9, Corollary] together 
with a partial converse: 
THEOREM A. Let 0 be a half-space, infinite strip, or bounded domain of 
bounded curvature, and let u be a non-negative superharmonic function which 
has normal limit zero a.e. (a) on X2. If $: [0, + co) + [0, + co) is a concave 
bijection such that x-‘$(x) + 0 (x + + co), then 1,5(u) is a potential in 9. 
THEOREM B. ZfS2 is as above, f: [0, + co ) -+ [0, + 00 ) is a concave bijec- 
tion, h is a non-negative harmonic function in Q, andf (h) is a potential in $2, 
then h has non-tangential limit zero a.e. (a) on X2. 
In addition, a simple proof of the following result was given. 
THEOREM C. Ifs is subharmonic in the infinite strip w, 
lim sup s( Y) 5 0 
Y-Z 
(ZE do), 
and (with II/ as in Theorem A) t,-l(s+) h as a harmonic majorant in o, then 
~50 in 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend these results in a number of 
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respects, some of which have already been indicated by M. Brelot in 
Mathematical Reviews 54 (1977). Our approach is the reverse of that in 
[lo], beginning with a generalized type of maximum principle, and using it 
to deduce several versions of Theorem A, all of which possess a full con- 
verse. 
2. Central to our work is the following elementary result. Although 
some special cases of it are well known (for example, f(x) = xp when p is 
positive-see [9, Lemma 1 I), we know of no reference to the general 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: [0, + 00 ) + [0, + co ) be a bijection, W be an open 
set, s be a non-negative subharmonic function in W, and u, v be positive 
superharmonic functions in W. (i) If f is convex, then of (s/v) is subharmonic 
in W. (ii) If f is concave, then vf (u/v) is superharmonic in W. 
We shall use Q to denote any domain in Iw” which possesses a Green 
kernel, and A, to denote its minimal Martin boundary. If v is positive and 
superharmonic in Sz, we use h, to denote its greatest harmonic minorant in 
R, and pL, to denote the measure associated with h, on A,. The function $ 
will always be as in Theorem A, so that $(O) = 0 and ij is strictly increasing 
and continuous. The following generalized maximum principle includes 
both Theorem C (see Remark below) and [13, Theoreme 221. 
THEOREM 2. Let s be subharmonic in Q, and v be positive and superhar- 
manic such that v$~‘(s+/v) ( h’ h w tc is subharmonic in Sz by Theorem l(i)) 
has a harmonic majorant in 0. If for all points Z E A, except on a set B of 
zero interior u,,-measure, there exists a set E, non-thin at Z such that 
then ~50 in Q. 
lim sup s( X)/0( X) 5 0, 
x-z 
XcEz 
Remark. Consider the above theorem in the case where 
52 = Iw”- ’ x (0, 1) and h E 1. The Martin compactitication for Q is given by 
Brawn in [2], and it follows from [2, Theorem 43 that the set of minimal 
Martin boundary points “at infinity” has pi-measure zero. Thus we see that 
Theorem 2 includes Theorem C and substantially weakens the boundary 
requirement on s. 
Our first generalization of Theorems A and B involves the minimal line 
topology: 
THEOREM 3. Let ~20 and v > 0 be superharmonic in Q. Then v$(u/v) is 
a potential in D if and only if u/v has fine limit zero a.e. (p,)) on A,. 
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Next we obtain an analogous result which involves only the Euclidean 
topology on fi. Rather than the bounded domains of bounded curvature in 
Theorems A and B, we shall work in Lipschitz domains, which are charac- 
terized by the existence of standard inner and outer cones (see [S] for the 
precise definition). We use B(r) and B(r) to denote, respectively, the open 
and closed balls of radius r centred at the origin 0 of Iw”. The Euclidean 
norm of X will be denoted by 1x1 and it will sometimes be convenient to 
write X as (X’, x,), where X’ E R”- ‘. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 52 be a Lipschitz domain. A function e: &C.J + M( 1) 
is said to be radial if 
(a) to each P E 852 there corresponds an open truncated circular cone 
I’(P) c 52 with vertex at P and axis of symmetry parallel to the line joining 
0 to e(P); and 
(b) there is a sequence (EJ of disjoint Bore1 subsets of dO and a 
corresponding sequence (Ci) of constants such that 
(i) a(&?\&) = 0 and 
(ii) P(P)-e(Q)1 ScilP-Ql (P, Q E Ei). 
To illustrate this idea, let k E (0, 1) and D be the truncated cone given by 
(X: 0 < 1x1 -C 1 and x, > klX[ }. 
Setting 
and 
Ei={XEdSZ:i-l~lIXI<(i-l)-‘} (il2), 
it is easy to see that e(P) can be chosen to be the inward unit normal at 
points P of UE,. 
The following relies on a result of Dahlberg which generalizes a classical 
theorem of Littlewood [12]. 
THEOREM 4. Let IA 10 be superharmonic in a Lipschitz domain $2, and let 
e: af2 + as(l) be radial. Then $(u) is a potential in Sz if and only if 
u(P+ te(P)) + 0 (t-+0+) (1) 
for a.e. (a)P E an 
Theorems A and B included the half-space and infinite strip, and these 
results can also be improved. 
409’IOR z-14 
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THEOREM 5. Let 52 be the half-space, cylinder, strip or cone, and ~20 be 
superharmonic in 52. Then e(u) is a potential in 0 if and only if u has a nor- 
mal limit valued zero a.e. (Q) on 82. 
The “if’ part of Theorem 5 is false in general even when aa is smooth, as 
is illustrated below. 
EXAMPLE. Let Q be R”\B(l), where n2 3, and u(X) be given by 
1 - 1 XI 2 ~ n in s2. Then u is a positive harmonic function in Q which con- 
tinuously vanishes on X?. However, taking $(x) to be xp, where 0 <p < 1, 
the function up has u as a positive harmonic minorant in Q and so is not a 
potential in Sz. Thus Theorem 5 fails to hold in this case, the reason being 
that, although the Martin compactification for Q coincides with the 
Alexandroff compactification for a, the Alexandroff point carries a non- 
zero p ,-measure. 
Finally, we give an application (not involving line limits) where the 
function v of Theorem 2 is not chosen to be identically 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~20 be superharmonic in D = II%“-’ x (0, 1). Then 
x,$(x;‘u) is a potential in 52 if and only ifu has normal limit zero a.e. (a) 
on KY-‘x (1). 
The proofs of Theorems l-6 are given in Sections 3-8 below. 
3. We shall prove Theorem l(i) and leave (ii), which is similar, to 
the reader. It will first be shown that vf(s/v) is U.S.C. Observe thatfis con- 
tinuous, strictly increasing, f(0) = 0, and xP ‘f(x) is increasing (in the wide 
sense). Let o c CT, c W and (s,) be a decreasing sequence of continuous 
functions on o such that s, + s, and (u,) be an increasing sequence of 
positive continuous functions on w such that v, + v. Then (v,f(s,/v,)) is 
a sequence of continuous functions and 
whence the limit function vf(s/v) is U.S.C. The mean-value inequality is 
deduced from Jensen’s inequality: using Y(F: X, r) to denote the mean of F 
over the sphere of radius r centred at X, we have 
9(uf(s/v):X, r)z9(u:X, r)f(9(s:X,r)/=Sf(v:X, r)) 
2 ~(-wwwvu-))~ 
the second inequality being obtained in a manner similar to (2). 
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We remark that, in Theorem 1, the conditions on f may be relaxed if, 
say, u is replaced by a positive harmonic function h. For example, if 
f: R + R is convex and increasing, then hf(s/h) is subharmonic whenever s 
is a subharmonic function, not necessarily non-negative. 
4. We recall the following. 
DEFINITION 2. Let h be positive and harmonic in Sz. A non-negative 
harmonic function H in Q is said to be h-bounded if H/h is bounded in 0, 
and to be h-quasi-bounded if it is the limit of an increasing sequence of h- 
bounded functions (it is clear that h-boundedness and h-quasi-boundedness 
are equivalent when h is minimal). Further, H is said to be h-singular if 
min (H, h} is a potential in 52. (Any non-negative harmonic function in 52 
has a unique decomposition into the sum of an h-singular and an h-quasi- 
bounded harmonic function-see [ 13, p. 2461.) 
To prove Theorem 2, let H, be a harmonic majorant of V$ -‘(~+/a) in d. 
Since x-$-‘(x) + + CC (x -+ + co), it follows that, for any c >O, there 
exists d, > 0 such that 
cxs$-‘(x)+d, (x20) 
whence 
cs+/v&-‘(s+/v)+d, 
and so 
or, in fact, 
cs+ sH,+d,h,. 
If u is a potential, then, since h, s 0 and c > 0 is arbitrary, s+ EE 0 yielding 
the result. Otherwise h, > 0 and, if HI denotes the h,-singular component 
of the least harmonic majorant H of s+, then, comparing h,-singular com- 
ponents, cH’ s H, whence, since c > 0 is arbitrary, H’ E 0. Thus H is h,- 
quasi-bounded and so there exists an increasing sequence (H,) of h,- 
bounded functions converging to H. Let s, = H,- H+s+. Then s, ts+ 
and s,/h, is bounded above for each m. Now v-h, is a potential in 52 and 
so, by [ 13, Theo&me 211, there is a set B’ which has PO-measure zero such 
that (u - h,)/h, has tine limit zero at points of A,\B’. 
Let ZE A,\(BuB’). From [13, Theorbme lo] there exists E’c E, non- 
thin at Z such that 
(@3 - h,(X))/h,(X) + 0 (X-+ Z; XE E”). 
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Hence 
lim sup s,( X)/h,( X) = 
x-z 
XsEi XCE.. 
and it follows from Na’im’s maximum principle [ 13, Theoreme 223 that 
s, 5 0 for all m. Thus S+ = 0, as required. 
5. The proof of Theorem 3 will now be given. Suppose u/u has fine 
limit zero a.e. (CL,) on A 1. From Theorem l(ii) urc/(u/t~) is superharmonic in 
Q. Using H to denote its greatest harmonic minorant in Q, the subhar- 
monic (see Theorem l(i)) function s = o$ - ‘(H/o) has a superharmonic 
majorant (namely, u) and so a harmonic majorant in 52. Further, s/u~u/u 
has fine limit zero a.e. (pL,) on A,, and so the conditions of Theorem 2 are 
satisfied. Hence s = 0 and so HE 0 as required. 
Conversely, if UI,$(U/U) is a potential in Sz, then it follows from a result of 
Brelot [4] that e(u/u) has fine limit zero a.e. (p,) on A,, whence the same 
is true of u/u. 
6. We now prove Theorem 4. Suppose u satisfies (1) and let H be 
the greatest harmonic minorant of $(u) in 52. If H, is the least harmonic 
majorant of (the subharmonic function) $-l(H) in Q, then 
I+-‘(H)SH&u (3) 
in 52. From [8, Sect. 5, Theorem] and [S, Theorem 11, Ho has a non- 
tangential limit a.e. (pl) on XJ and so has non-tangential imit zero a.e. 
(/A~) on I% (combine (1) and (3)). The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are now 
satisfied (with s = H and u E l), and so HE 0, proving that e(u) is a poten- 
tial in Q. 
The converse is an immediate consequence of the following theorem, 
which is easily deduced from [6, Corollary 11. 
THEOREM D. If Gp is a potential in a Lipschitz domain 8, and 
e: 852 + dB( 1) is radial, then 
Gp(P + te(P)) + 0 (t-+0+) 
for a.e. (a) P E af2. 
7. For the four domains of Theorem 5 we introduce the following 
notation: 
(i) 9=R”-‘x(0, +co), Q,=B(x)nSZ; 
(ii) Q = {X= (Y, x,): Ix’1 < l}, 52, = {XEQ: (x,( <x}; 
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(iii) 52= IL!“-‘x (0, l), sZ,= {XEQ: lx’1 <x}; 
(iv) Q= {X#O: x, > kpq >, 51, = B(x) n Q; 
where k E (0, 1). Further, the Dirichlet solution in Q, for the function 
valued f on %2, n L2 and 0 on LXJ, n 80 will be abbreviated to ZLX. 
To prove Theorem 5, first recall that the Martin boundary for 52 in each 
of these cases consists of 852 together with a set of points “at infinity.” In 
the case of the half-space or, more generally, the cone, the Martin compac- 
tilication for Q and Alexandroff compactilication for Q coincide (see, for 
example, [ 111); the Martin boundary for the cylinder comprises XJ and a 
point “at each end of’ Q (see [7, Theorem 8.121); and the set of points at 
infinity for the strip can be identified with the boundary in W-l of the 
(n- 1)-dimensional unit ball (see [2]). Next observe that dl\asZ has pl- 
measure zero; this follows from the unboundedness of the Martin kernels 
which have their pole in d,\asZ (for the cone see H, in [ 11, Sect. 11, for 
the cylinder see K(d +, * ) and K(d-, . ) in [7, Chap. 8, Sect. 41, and for 
the strip see [2, Theorem 21). 
Now suppose that u possesses a normal limit valued zero a.e. (6) on as2, 
and let Z-Z be the greatest harmonic minorant of 1+9(u) in Q, In the above 
notation, let x > 0 and H’ denote the function H-Z,,, ‘in Q,. Since 
$ -‘(Z-Z’) has u as a superharmonic majorant in Sz,, it has a least harmonic 
majorant, ZZ,, there. As in the proof of Theorem 4, H, (and hence ZZ’) has 
non-tangential imit zero a.e. on 13Q,\%2, n 52 (=t,, say) with respect to 
harmonic measure for 52,. This, together with the fact that H’ (by its con- 
struction and [ 1, Theorem 21) continuously vanishes on aQ, n 0, implies 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied, where Q = Q,, s = H’, and 
u = 1. Hence H’ E 0 and so H = Z, x in Sz,. It follows that H vanishes on r,., 
and so on 852 since x > 0 is arbitrary. Applying Theorem 2 again (with 
s = H) and recalling that p,(d l\&Q) = 0, we deduce that HE 0, and so 1+9(u) 
is a potential in s2. 
Conversely, suppose $(a) is a potential in 52, and let 
in 52,. Using G to denote the Green kernel for Sz, it is easy to check that 
the Green kernel for 0, is given by 
G(X Y) - ZG,X,~ , A Y) (K YEQ,). 
Hence u’ is a potential in 52, and so, using Theorem D, has normal limit 
zero a.e. (a) on 7,. Since Zti(,,,X vanishes continuously on r,, it follows that 
$(u) also has normal limit zero a.e. (a) on r,. The result follows, as x > 0 is 
arbitrary. 
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8. The proof of Theorem 6 is directly analogous to that of 
Theorem 5 and is left to the reader (observe that the measure associated 
with x, in 52, by the Martin representation is merely x, dp,.(X) for some 
fixed YEQ,, where pX,r is the harmonic measure at Y for a,). 
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